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Three *Nürnberg* Commissarcher: Hans Troschel the Elder, Hans Troschel the Younger, and David Beringer (Bruce Chandler and Clare Vincent), 2:211–16

Two Candelabra by Luigi Valadier from Palazzo Borghese (Alvar Gonzalez-Palacios), 30:97–102

An Unknown Work by Pierre Puget: The Deydé Funerary Chapel in Montpellier Cathedral (Alain Chevalier), 29:89–98

Valentin Bousch’s Artistic Practice in the Stained Glass of Flavigny-sur-Moselle (James Bugslag), 33:169–82

Vetri, Ceramiche, e Oggetti Metallici nella Collezione di Cosimo di Bernardo Rucellai (Marco Spallanzani), 11:137–42

A Watch for Monsieur Hesselin (J. H. Leopold and Clare Vincent), 28:103–19

**European drawing (Renaissance to modern)**

**ADAM, ROBERT**

Patrons of Robert Adam at the Metropolitan Museum (James Parker), 1:109–24

**BELLICARD, JÉRÔME-CHARLES**


**BOSIO, JEAN-FRANÇOIS**

Thirty Famous People: Drawings by Sergent-Marceau and Bosio, Milan, 1815–1818 (James David Draper), 13:113–30
BOUCHER, FRANÇOIS

Fêtes Italiennes: Beauvais Tapestries after Boucher in The Metropolitan Museum of Art (Edith A. Standen and Regina Shoolman Slatkin), 12:107-39

CANINI, GIOVANNI ANGELO

Canini Versus Maratti: Two Versions of a Frontispiece (Jennifer Montagu), 18:125-28

CESARI, GIUSEPPE (CAVALIERE D’ARPINO)

A Drawing of Fame by the Cavaliere d’Arpino (Lawrence Turtlić), 22:93-95

CHASSÉRIAU, FRÉDÉRIC C.

A Drawing by Chassériau (Joan R. Mertens), 15:153-56

DAVID, JACQUES-LOUIS

The Compositional Evolution of David’s Leomidas at Thermopylae (Steven A. Nash), 13:101-12

DELACROIX, EUGÈNE

The Tours Sketchbook of Eugène Delacroix (Jacques Olivier Bouffier), 29:135-50

DUMONT, FRANÇOIS

Grétry Encore: A Portrait Drawing by François Dumont (James David Draper), 9:233-35

GREUZE, JEAN BAPTISTE

A Study of Greuze for Broken Eggs (James Thompson), 17:47-48

GUARDI, FRANCESCO

The Biron Collection of Venetian Eighteenth-Century Drawings at the Metropolitan Museum (J. Byam Shaw), 3:235-58

INGRES, JEAN-AUGUST-DOMINIQUE

Luisa Boncompagni Ludovisi Ottoboni dei Duchi di Fiano, spätere Gräfin Francesco Papafava dei Carraresi, und ihr Bildnis von Ingres (Hans Naef), 4:183-91

LE BARBIER, JEAN-JACQUES-FRANÇOIS

Jean-Jacques-François Le Barbier and Two Revolutions (Edith A. Standen), 24:255-74

LEONARDO DA VINCI

Strange Musical Instruments in the Madrid Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci (Emanuel Winternitz), 2:115-26

MARATTI, CARLO

Canini Versus Maratti: Two Versions of a Frontispiece (Jennifer Montagu), 18:125-28

MASTER F

Patterns by Master f (Janet S. Byrne), 14:103-38

MAZOIS, FRANÇOIS

A Drawing by Chassériau (Joan R. Mertens), 15:153-56

RIBERA, JUSEPE DE

A Note on Ribera’s Drawing of Niccolò Simonelli (Andrea Bayer), 30:73-80

SAFTLEVEN, HERMAN

Recording the News: Herman Saftleven’s View of Delft After the Explosion of the Gunpowder Arsenal in 1654 (Carolyn Logan), 31:203-10

SERGET-MARCEAU, ANTOINE-FRANÇOIS

Thirty Famous People: Drawings by Sergent-Marceau and Bosio, Milan, 1815–1818 (James David Draper), 13:113-30

TIEPOLO, GIOVANNI BATTISTA, AND TIEPOLO, GIOVANNI DOMENICO

The Biron Collection of Venetian Eighteenth-Century Drawings at the Metropolitan Museum (J. Byam Shaw), 3:235-58

UNATTRIBUTED

A Leaf from the Scholz Scrapbook (Carlo Bertocci and Charles Davis), 12:93-100

New Documents and Drawings Concerning Lost Statues from the Château of Marly (Betsy Rosasco), 10:79-96

European painting (Renaissance to modern)

BALKDUNG, HANS (CALLED GRIEN)


BALTHUS (BALTHASAR KLOSSOWSKI)

Balthus’s Thérèses (Sabine Rewald), 33:305-14

BENOIST, MARIE-GUILLELME

Three Newly Identified Paintings by Marie-Guillelmine Benoist (Margaret A. Oppenheimer), 31:143-50

BOISFREMONT, CHARLES BOULANGER DE

Andromache and Astyanax by Pierre-Paul Prud’hon and Charles Boulanger de Boisfremont (Laurence B. Kanter), 19/20:143-50

BOUCHER, FRANÇOIS

The Amours des Dieux: A Series of Beauvais Tapestries After Boucher (Edith A. Standen), 19/20:69-84

Fêtes Italiennes: Beauvais Tapestries after Boucher in The Metropolitan Museum of Art (Edith A. Standen and Regina Shoolman Slatkin), 12:107-39

The Fragments d’Opéra: A Series of Beauvais Tapestries After Boucher (Edith A. Standen), 21:125-37

BRUEGEL, JAN, THE YOUNGER

Addenda to Flemish Paintings in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (Walter Liedtke), 27:101-20
CARAVAGGIO (MICHELANGELO MERISI)
Music and Painting in Cardinal del Monte’s Household
(Franca Trinchieri Camiz), 26:215–26
The Petriflying Art: Marino’s Poetry and Caravaggio
(Elizabeth Cropper), 26:193–212

CARPACCIO, VITTORE
Carpaccio’s Young Knight in a Landscape: Christian Champion
and Guardian of Liberty (Helmut Nickel), 18:85–96

COT, PIERRE-AUGUSTE
Pierre-Auguste Cot’s The Storm (James Henry Rubin),
14:191–200

CRANACH, LUCAS, THE ELDER
The Judgment of Paris by Lucas Cranach the Elder: Nature,
Allegory, and Alchemy (Helmut Nickel), 16:117–29

DAVID, JACQUES-LOUIS
The Compositional Evolution of David’s Leonidas at
Thermopylae (Steven A. Nash), 13:101–12

DEGAS, HILAIRE-GERMAIN-EDGAR
The Pictures within Degas’s Pictures (Theodore Reff),
1:115–66
The Technical Aspects of Degas’s Art (Theodore Reff),
4:141–66

DIX, OTTO
Dix at the Met (Sabine Rewald), 31:219–24

FUSELI, HENRY
Fuseli, Another Nightmare: The Night-Hag Visiting Lapland
Witches (Lawrence Feingold), 17:49–61

GOYA Y LUCIENTES, FRANCISCO DE
Discerning Goya (Priscilla Muller), 31:175–87
Evolving Concepts: Spain, Painting, and Authentic Goya
in Nineteenth-Century France (Janis A. Tomlinson),
31:189–202
Goya and the X Numbers: The 1812 Inventory and Early
Acquisitions of “Goya” Pictures (Juliet Wilson-Bareau),
31:159–74

GRANACCI, FRANCESCO
Francesco Granacci and Some Questions of Identity
(M. E. D. Laing), 24:153–66

GRECO, EL (DOMENIKOS THEOTOKOPOULOS)
El Greco’s Miracle of Christ Healing the Blind: Chronology
Reconsidered (Irina Barskova Vechnyak), 26:177–82

GREUZE, JEAN BAPTISTE
A Study by Greuze for Broken Eggs (James Thompson),
17:47–48

HEEM, JAN JANSZ. DE
Addenda to Flemish Paintings in the Metropolitan Museum of
Art (Walter Liedtke), 27:101–20

HEYDEN, JACOB VAN DER
Addenda to Flemish Paintings in the Metropolitan Museum of
Art (Walter Liedtke), 27:101–20

HOLBEIN, HANS, THE YOUNGER
Holbein’s Portraits of the Steelyard Merchants: An
Investigation (Thomas S. Holman), 14:139–58

KUINDZHI, ARKHIP IVANOVICH
A Russian Luminist School?: Arkhip Kuindzhi’s Red Sunset
on the Dniepr (John E. Bowlt), 10:119–29

KULMBACH, HANS SÜSS VON
A Marian Altarpiece by Hans von Kulmbach: A
Reconstruction (Rainer Brandl), 19/20:39–62

LE BARBIER, JEAN-JACQUES-FRANÇOIS
Jean-Jacques-François Le Barbier and Two Revolutions
(Edith A. Standen), 24:255–74

LONGHI, PIETRO
Pietro Longhi and Venetian Life (Rolf Bagemihl), 23:233–47

MAES, NICOLAES
The Earliest Dated Painting by Nicolaes Maes (John
Walsh, Jr.), 6:105–14

MANET, ÉDOUARD
The Inscription in Manet’s The Dead Christ, with Angels
(Jennifer M. Sheppard), 16:199–200
Manet’s “Espada” and Marcantonio (Beatrice Farwell),
2:197–207
Manet’s Woman with a Parrot of 1866 (Mona Hadler), 7:115–22

MEYTENS, MARTIN VAN, THE YOUNGER
I cacciatori amanti: The Portrait of Count Giacomo Durazzo
and His Wife by Martin van Meytens the Younger (Bruce
Alan Brown), 32:161–74

MIELICH, HANS
A Heraldic Note About the Portrait of Ladislaus, Count of
Haag, by Hans Mielich (Helmut Nickel), 22:141–47

MILHAIS, JOHN EVERETT
The Evolution of Sir John Everett Millais’s Portia (Lucy
Oakley), 16:181–94

MONET, CLAUDE
The Monets in the Metropolitan Museum (Douglas
Cooper), 3:281–305

NATTIER, JEAN MARC
The Duchesse de Velours and Her Daughter: A Masterpiece
by Nattier and Its Historical Context (Donald Posner),
31:131–41

NEUVILLE, ALPHONSE-MARIE-ADOLPHE DE
Alphonse de Neuville’s The Spy and the Legacy of the
Franco-Prussian War (Robert Jay), 19/20:151–62
OVERBECK, JOHANN FRIEDRICH
The Bride and the Cat: A Possible Source for Overbeck’s Freundschaftsbild of Pforr Franz (Helmut Nickel), 27:183-87

PROCACCINI, GIULIO CESARE
An Altarpiece by Giulio Cesare Procaccini (Keith Christiansen), 14:159-66

PRUD’HON, PIERRE-PAUL
Andromache and Astyanax by Pierre-Paul Prud’hon and Charles Boulanger de Boisfremont (Laurence B. Kanter), 19/20:143-50

RAPHAEL
The Colonna Altarpiece in the Metropolitan Museum and Problems of the Early Style of Raphael (Konrad Oberhuber), 12:55-91

REPIN, ILYA
The Writer as Artist’s Model: Repin’s Portrait of Garshin (Elizabeth Kridl Valkenier), 28:207-16

ROBERT, HUBERT
Addendum to “Hubert Robert’s Decorations for the Château de Bagatelle” (Joseph Baillio), 30:103
Hubert Robert’s Decorations for the Château de Bagatelle (Joseph Baillio), 27:149-82

ROSA, SALVATOR
The Consolations of Friendship: Salvator Rosa’s Self-Portrait for Giovanni Battista Ricciardi (Wendy Wassung Roworth), 23:103-24

RUBENS, PETER PAUL
Addenda to Flemish Paintings in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (Walter Liedtke), 27:101-20
Bodies by Rubens: Reflections of Flemish Painting in the Work of South Germany Ivory Carvers (Johanna Hecht), 22:179-88
La Glorification de l’Eucharistie de Rubens et les Carmes (P. Jean de La Croix), 2:179-95

SCHÄUFELEIN, HANS
Schäufelein as Painter and Graphic Artist in The Visitation (Maryan Wynn Ainsworth), 22:135-40

SCHEGGIA (GIOVANNI DI SER GIOVANNI DI SIMONE)
The Medici-Tornabuoni Desco da Parto in Context (Jacqueline Marie Musacchio), 33:137-51

STEEWYCK, HENDRICK VAN, THE YOUNGER
Addenda to Flemish Paintings in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (Walter Liedtke), 27:101-20

SWERTS, MICHEL
Addenda to Flemish Paintings in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (Walter Liedtke), 27:101-20

TIEPOLO, GIOVANNI BATTISTA
A Note on Abraham Banishing Hagar by Giambattista Tiepolo (Elfriede R. Knauer), 33:205-10
Tiepolo, Henry James, and Edith Wharton (Rosella Mamoli Zorzi), 33:211-29

UNATTRIBUTED
The Dinteville Family and the Allegory of Moses and Aaron before Pharaoh (Elizabeth A. R. Brown), 34:73-100

WEYDEN, GOSWIJN VAN DER
A Rosary Picture with a View of the Park of the Ducal Palace in Brussels, Possibly by Goswijn van der Weyden (Guy C. Bauman), 24:135-51

European prints
See Prints

European sculpture (Renaissance to modern)
See also Wax miniatures

ANTICO (PIER JACOPO ALARI-BONACOLSI)
Antico and the Development of Bronze Casting in Italy at the End of the Quattrocento (Richard E. Stone), 16:87-116

ASPETTI, TIZIANO
Tiziano Aspetti’s Reliefs with Scenes of the Martyrdom of St. Daniel of Padua (Olga Raggio), 16:131-46

AUGUSTE, ROBERT-JOSEPH
Robert-Joseph Auguste, Silversmith—and Sculptor? (Clare Le Corbeiller), 31:211-18

BARTOLINI, LORENZO
Lorenzo Bartolini’s Demidoff Table (Deborah Menaker), 17:75-86

BENDL, JOHANN IGNAZ
Johann Ignaz Bendl: Sculptor and Medalist (Christian Theuerkauff), 26:227-75

BEVEREN, MATTHIEU VAN
Addenda to the Small-Scale Sculpture of Matthieu van Beveren of Antwerp (Christian Theuerkauff), 23:125-47

BOIZOT, SIMON-LOUIS
The Fortunes of Two Napoleonic Sculptural Projects (James David Draper), 14:173-84
New Terracottas by Boizot and Julien (James David Draper), 12:141-49
BUZIO, IPPOLITO
A Portrait Bust of Luisa Deti by Ippolito Buzio (Hans-Ulrich Kessler), 32:77–84

CORN, JEAN
Arms for Aeneas: A Group Reattributed to Jean Cornu (James David Draper), 24:223–37

COSINI, SILVIO
Cosini’s Bust of Raffaello Maffei and Its Funerary Context (Rolf Bagemihl), 31:41–57

DESIDERIO DA SETTIGNANO

GIRARDON, FRANÇOIS
Decorative Panels by François Girardon from the Tomb of the Princesse de Conti (Dean Walker), 15:143–48
Girardon’s “Melancholy”: A Note on its Placement in the Park at Malmaison during the Nineteenth Century (Gérard Hubert), 15:149–52

JULIEN, PIERRE
New Terracottas by Boizot and Julien (James David Draper), 12:141–49

LEMOYNE, JEAN-BAPTISTE
An Exceptional Allegorical Portrait by Jean-Baptiste Lemoyne (Annie-Christine Daskalakis Mathews), 29:99–109

LORENZI, BATTISTA
Skulpturen und andre Arbeiten des Battista Lorenzi (Hildegard Utz), 7:37–70

MINO DA FIESOLE

POGGINI, DOMENICO
Sculptures by Domenico Poggini (Hildegard Utz), 10:69–78

RODIN, AUGUSTE
An Interpretation of Rodin’s Adam (Alicia Faxon), 17:87–91

ROMAGNÉS, JOSEPH-ANTOINE
The Fortunes of Two Napoleonic Sculptural Projects (James David Draper), 14:173–84

ROSSELLINO, ANTONIO
The Altman Madonna by Antonio Rossellino (Sir John Pope-Hennessy), 3:133–48

SOLDANI BENZI, MASSIMILIANO
A Terracotta Relief of the Agony in the Garden by Massimiliano Soldani Benzi (Kate McCluer), 22:97–113

STOSS, VEIT, PUPIL OF
A Marian Altarpiece by Hans von Kulmbach: A Reconstruction (Rainer Brandl), 19/20:39–62

THOMIRE, PIERRE-PHILIPPE
The Fortunes of Two Napoleonic Sculptural Projects (James David Draper), 14:173–84
The History of the Maréchal de Villars Group (David Harris Cohen), 14:185–89

UNATTRIBUTED
Bodies by Rubens: Reflections of Flemish Painting in the Work of South German Ivory Carvers (Johanna Hecht), 22:179–88
A Chimneypiece from Saintonge (Daniel Meyer), 25:27–32
Classical and Christian Symbolism: An Early Renaissance Female Saint from Augsburg (Carmen Gómez-Moreno), 19/20:31–37
The Graphic Sources for the Moor with the Emerald Cluster (Helmut Nickel), 15:203–10
New Documents and Drawings Concerning Lost Statues from the Château of Marly (Betsy Rosasco), 10:79–96

Exhibition catalogues
France in the Golden Age: A Postscript (Pierre Rosenberg), 17:23–46

Flemish art
See European painting; European sculpture; Medieval art; Musical instruments; Tapestries

French art
See European decorative arts; European drawing; European painting; European sculpture; Medieval art; Prints; Tapestries

Gems, engraved
See also Seals
A Lapis Lazuli Medallion of Cosimo I de’ Medici (Karla Langedijk), 15:75–78
Of Dragons, Basilisks, and the Arms of the Seven Kings of Rome (Helmut Nickel), 24:25–34
Ten rings from the Collection of J. Pierpont Morgan (Hélène Guiraud), 32:57–63
Timeas’s Scarab (Joan R. Mertens), 24:53–56

German art
See European decorative arts; European painting; European sculpture; Medieval art; Prints

Greek and Roman art
ARCHITECTURE
Jérôme-Charles Bellicard’s Italian Notebook of 1750–1751: The Discoveries at Herculaneum and Observations on
Ancient and Modern Architecture (Alden R. Gordon), 25:49-141

BIBLIOGRAPHIES

BRONZE
Armorial Adjuncts (Dietrich von Bothmer), 24:65-70
The Emperor's New Saddle Cloth: The Ephippium of the Equestrian Statue of Marcus Aurelius (Helmut Nickel), 24:17-24
A Hellenistic Find in New York (Joan R. Mertens), 11:71-84
Horizontal-Handled Mirrors: East and West (Judith Lerner), 31:11-40
Provincial Roman Objects in The Metropolitan Museum of Art (Jean-Pierre Caillet), 32:51-56
The Three Graces on a Roman Relief Mirror (Elizabeth J. Milleker), 23:69-81
Two Etruscan Bronze Statuettes (Brian F. Cook), 1:167-70

GLASS
A Roman Figure-Engraved Glass Bowl (Beaudouin Caron), 28:47-55
Roman Figure-Engraved Glass in The Metropolitan Museum of Art (Beaudouin Caron), 32:19-50

INSCRIPTIONS
A Cypriot Silver Bowl Reconsidered: The Inscription (Günter Neumann), 34:33-35
The End of Aponia (Gloria Ferrari), 30:17-18
The Literate Potter: A Tradition of Incised Signatures on Attic Vases (Beth Cohen), 26:49-95
The "Marathon Stone" in New York (John Camp), 31:5-10
The Phoenician Inscriptions of the Cesnola Collection (Javier Teixidor), 11:55-70

JEWELRY, GEMS, COINS
A Hellenistic Find in New York (Joan R. Mertens), 11:71-84
Of Dragons, Basilisks, and the Arms of the Seven Kings of Rome (Helmut Nickel), 24:25-34
Timeas's Scarab (Joan R. Mertens), 24:53-56

METROPOLITAN MUSEUM COLLECTION
The Department of Greek and Roman Art: Triumphs and Tribulations (Gisela M. A. Richter), 3:73-95

SILVER
A Cypriot Silver Bowl Reconsidered: The Iconography of the Decoration (Vassos Karageorghis); The Technique and Physical History of the Bowl (Elizabeth Hendrix); The Inscription (Günter Neumann), 34:13-35
Style and Subject Matter in Native Thracian Art (Ann E. Farkas), 16:33-48
Three Silver Objects from Thrace: A Technical Examination (Pieter Meyers), 16:49-54

STONE SCULPTURE
Carving the Badminton Sarcophagus (Elizabeth Bartman), 28:57-75
A Cousin for Aristotle (Jiri Frel), 4:173-78
Footwork in Ancient Greek Swordsmanship (Brian F. Cook), 24:57-64
In the Shadow of Antinous (Jiri Frel), 7:127-30
The Male Figure in Early Cycladic Sculpture (Pat Getty-Preziosi), 15:5-33
The "Marathon Stone" in New York (John Camp), 31:5-10
The Myth of Marsyas: Pieces of a Sculptural Jigsaw (Siri Sande), 16:55-73
Risk and Repair in Early Cycladic Sculpture (Pat Getty-Preziosi), 16:5-32
Some Long Thoughts on Early Cycladic Sculpture (Joan R. Mertens), 33:7-22
Three Chalcolithic Figures from Cyprus (Joan R. Mertens), 10:5-8

VASES
An Attic Black-Figure Vase of the Mid-Sixth Century B.C. (Joan R. Mertens), 18:17-27
Attic White-Ground Cups: A Special Class of Vases (Joan R. Mertens), 9:91-108
A Bronze Vase from Iran and Its Greek Connections (Oscar White Muscarella), 5:25-50
The Earliest Known Chous by the Amasis Painter (Andrew J. Clark), 15:35-51
The End of Aponia (Gloria Ferrari), 30:17-18
Euboean Black-figure in New York (Dietrich von Bothmer), 2:27-44
Euphronios and Memnon?: Observations on a Red-figured Fragment (Dietrich von Bothmer), 2:25-11
Footwork in Ancient Greek Swordsmanship (Brian F. Cook), 24:57-64
The Literate Potter: A Tradition of Incised Signatures on Attic Vases (Beth Cohen), 26:49-95
A New Hydria by the Antimenes Painter (Mary B. Moore), 18:29-38
"Nikias Made Me"; An Early Panathenaic Prize Amphora in The Metropolitan Museum of Art (Mary B. Moore), 34:37-56
A Pilgrim Flask of Cosmopolitan Style in the Cesnola Collection (J. L. Benson), 18:5-16
Reflections of an Italian Journey on an Early Attic Lekythos? (Joan R. Mertens), 28:5-11
WALL PAINTINGS
Roman Wall Paintings from Boscotrecase: Three Studies in the Relationship Between Writing and Painting (Elfriede R. Knauer), 28:13–46
Wind Towers in Roman Wall Paintings? (Elfriede R. Knauer), 25:5–20

Heraldry
The Arms of Coucy in Thirteenth-Century Stained Glass (Meredith Parsons Lillich), 19/20:17–24
Carpaccio's Young Knight in a Landscape: Christian Champion and Guardian of Liberty (Helmut Nickel), 18:85–96
Ceremonial Arrowheads from Bohemia (Helmut Nickel), 1:61–93; Addenda 4:179–81
The Great Pendant with the Arms of Saxony (Helmut Nickel), 15:185–92
The Heraldic Lion in Akan Art: A Study of Motif Assimilation in Southern Ghana (Doran H. Ross), 16:165–80
A Heraldic Note About the Portrait of Ladislaus, Count of Haag, by Hans Mielich (Helmut Nickel), 22:141–47
Of Dragons, Basilisks, and the Arms of the Seven Kings of Rome (Helmut Nickel), 24:25–34
Some Heraldic Fragments Found at Castle Montfort/Starkenberg in 1926, and the Arms of the Grand Master of the Teutonic Knights (Helmut Nickel), 24:35–46
Some Remarks on the Armorial Tapestry of John Dynham at The Cloisters (Helmut Nickel), 19/20:25–29
Tamgas and Runes, Magic Numbers and Magic Symbols (Helmut Nickel), 8:165–73
A Theory about the Early History of the Cloisters Apocalypse (Helmut Nickel), 6:59–72
Two Falcon Devices of the Strozzi: An Attempt at Interpretation (Helmut Nickel), 9:229–32

Herzfeld Archive
See Collections (Herzfeld)

Illuminated manuscripts
See Medieval art (manuscripts)

India
See Asian art

Inscriptions
See also Egyptian art (Hieroglyphs and texts)
Barsom or Staff? An Inscribed Urartian Plaque (Glenn Markoe), 17:5–8
A Cypriot Silver Bowl Reconsidered: The Inscription (Günter Neumann), 34:33–35
The End of Aponia (Gloria Ferrari), 30:17–18
The Guarded Tablet (David G. Alexander), 24:199–207
The Inscription in Manet's The Dead Christ, with Angels (Jennifer M. Sheppard), 16:199–200
A Knightsly Sword with Presentation Inscriptions (Helmut Nickel), 2:209–10
Literary and Visual Interactions in Lo Chih-ch'uan's Crows in Old Trees (Charles Hartman), 31:219–67
A Literary Aspect of the Bury St. Edmunds Cross (Sabrina Longland), 2:45–74
The Literate Potter: A Tradition of Incised Signatures on Attic Vases (Beth Cohen), 26:49–95
The “Marathon Stone” in New York (John Camp), 31:5–10
"A Marvel of Woman’s Ingenious and Intellectual Industry": The Adeline Harris Sears Autograph Quilt (Amelia Peck), 33:263–90
Middle Persian Inscriptions on Sassanian Silverware (Christopher J. Brunner), 9:109–21
The Phoenician Inscriptions of the Cesnola Collection (Javier Teixidor), 11:55–70

Iran
See Ancient Near Eastern art; Islamic art

Ireland
An Eighteenth-Century Find of Four Late Bronze Age Gold Discs near Enniscorthy, County Wexford, Ireland (George Eogan), 10:23–34

Islamic art
The Flowering of Seljuq Art (Richard Ettinghausen), 3:113–31
Horizontal-Handled Mirrors: East and West (Judith Lerner), 31:11–40
Marble Jar-Stands from Egypt (Elfriede R. Knauer), 14:67–101
Pen-case and Candlestick: Two Sources for the Development of Persian Inlaid Metalwork (Linda Komaroff), 23:89–102
A Persian Epic, Perhaps for the Ottoman Sultan (Lâle Uluç), 29:57–99
A Room of "Splendor and Generosity" from Ottoman Damascus (Annie-Christine Daskalakis Mathews), 32:111–39
Two Aspects of Islamic Arms and Armor: I. The Turban Helmet; II. Watered Steel and the Waters of Paradise (David G. Alexander), 18:97–109
The White Bronzes of Early Islamic Iran (Assadullah Souren Melikian-Chirvani), 9:123–51

Italian art
See Arms and armor; European decorative arts; European drawing; European painting; European sculpture; Medieval art; Musical instruments; Prints
Ivory
See Ancient Near Eastern art (ivory); European sculpture (unattributed); Medieval art (ivory)

Japanese art
See Arms and armor; Asian art

Jewels and jewelry
See Ancient Near Eastern art (jewelry); European decorative arts; Gems, engraved; Greek and Roman art (jewelry, gems, coins); Medieval art (jewelry); Pendants; Seals

Lehman Collection
See Collections (Lehman)

Liechtenstein Studies
Bodies by Rubens: Reflections of Flemish Painting in the Work of South German Ivory Carvers (Johanna Hecht), 22:179-88
A Heraldic Note About the Portrait of Ladislaus, Count of Haag, by Hans Mielich (Helmut Nickel), 22:141-47
A Pair of Wheel-Lock Pistols Attributed to Wolf Lucz of Mergenthal (Stuart W. Pyhrr), 22:149-56
Prince Karl I of Liechtenstein’s Pietre Dure Tabletop (Clare Vincent), 22:157-78
Schäufelein as Painter and Graphic Artist in The Visitation (Maryan Wynn Ainsworth), 22:135-40

Linsky Collection
See Collections (Linsky)

Medieval art
See also Arms and armor; Heraldry

ARCHITECTURE
A Fifteenth-Century French Architectural Drawing at The Cloisters (Robert Branner), 11:133-36
Five "Romanesque" Portals: Questions of Attribution and Ornament (Amy L. Vandersall), 18:129-39
A Gothic Doorway from Moutiers-Saint-Jean (William H. Forsyth), 13:33-74
A New Reading of a Pilaster Capital from St. Guilhem-le-Désert at The Cloisters (Daniel Kletke), 30:19-28
“The Old World for the New”: Developing the Design for The Cloisters (Mary Rebecca Leuchak), 23:257-77
Some Heraldic Fragments Found at Castle Montfort/Starkenberg in 1966, and the Arms of the Grand Master of the Teutonic Knights (Helmut Nickel), 24:35-46
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IVORY
Hades Stabbed by the Cross of Christ (Margaret English Frazer), 9:153-61
A Literary Aspect of the Bury St. Edmunds Cross (Sabrina Longland), 2:45-74
A School of Romanesque Ivory Carving in Amalfi (Robert P. Bergman), 9:169-86
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MANUSCRIPTS
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The Iron Door Mountings from St.-Léonard-de-Noblat (Helmut Nickel), 29:83-87
The Morgan Scramasax (Katharine R. Brown), 24:71-73
Ten Rings from the Collection of J. Pierpont Morgan (Hélène Guiraud), 32:57-63
Treasures from Ancient Kiev in The Metropolitan Museum of Art and Dumbarton Oaks (L. V. Pekars’ka), 32:65-75
The Winteringham Tau Cross and Ignis Sacer (Timothy B. Husband), 27:19-35

PAINTING
An Altarpiece by Lippo Memmi Reconsidered (Michael Mallory), 9:187-202
Amore e Virtù: Two Salvers Depicting Boccaccio’s “Comedia delle Ninfe Fiorentine” in the Metropolitan Museum (Paul F. Watson and Victoria Kirkham), 10:35-50
The Epitaph of Anna van Nieuwenhove (P. J. Maximiliaan Martens), 27:37-42
Hans Memling’s Annunciation with Angelic Attendants (Shirley Neilson Blum), 27:43-58
Implications of Revised Attributions in Netherlandish Painting (Maryan W. Ainsworth), 27:59-76
On the Cityscape of the Mérode Altarpiece (Jacques Duchesne-Guillemin), 11:129–31

Salve sancta facies: Thoughts on the Iconography of the Head of Christ by Petrus Christus (John Oliver Hand), 27:7–18

The Sign of the Rose: A Fifteenth-Century Flemish Passion Scene (Hans J. van Miegroet), 15:91–118

Two Fifteenth-Century Aragonese Retables and Painters of the Calatayud Group (Judith Berg Sobre), 11:85–102

PENDANTS

A Paternoster Pendant in the Robert Lehman Collection (Yvonne Hackenbroch), 24:127–33

SCULPTURE, STONE

L’Angelo del Metropolitan Museum di New York e qualche nuovo contributo a Piero Tedesco (Giulia Brunetti), 6:157–66


Beiträge zu Stil und Oeuvre des Jean de Liège (Gerhard Schmidt), 4:81–107

The Biron Master and His Workshop (William H. Forsyth), 8:105–63

An Early Christian Sarcophagus from Rome Lost and Found (Helen Evans), 28:77–84

The Entombment of Christ: Addenda (William H. Forsyth), 8:175–77


Giovanni Pisano at the Metropolitan Museum Revisited (Carmen Gómez-Moreno), 5:51–73

A Gothic Doorway from Moutiers-Saint-Jean (William H. Forsyth), 1:41–59

A Group of Fourteenth-Century Mosan Sculptures (William H. Forsyth), 1:41–59

The Iconography of the Tympanum of the Temptation of Christ at The Cloisters (Vasanti Kupfer), 12:21–31

Italienische Skulptur um 1400: Untersuchungen zu den Einflussbereichen (Claudia Freytag), 7:5–36

A New Reading of a Pilaster Capital from St. Guilhem-le-Désert at The Cloisters (Daniel Kletke), 30:19–28


Portrait Bust of a Young Lady of the Time of Justinian (Elisabeth Alfeldi-Rosenbaum), 1:19–40

The Retable of Don Dalmau de Mur y Cervelló from the Archbishop’s Palace at Saragossa: A Documented Work by Franci Gomar and Thomás Giner (R. Steven Janke), 18:65–83

Three Berry Mourners (Bella Bessard), 1:171–76

Three Fifteenth-Century Sculptures from Poligny (William H. Forsyth), 22:71–91

SCULPTURE, WOOD

Classical and Christian Symbolism: An Early Renaissance Female Saint from Augsburg (Carmen Gómez-Moreno), 19/20:31–37

Two Unpolychromed Riemenschneiders at The Cloisters (Charles E. Von Nostitz, Jr.), 10:51–62

SEALS

Of Dragons, Basilisks, and the Arms of the Seven Kings of Rome (Helmut Nickel), 24:25–34

SILVER

The Cyprus Plates: The Story of David and Goliath (Steven H. Wander), 8:89–104

Prolegomena to a Study of the Cyprus Plates (Kurt Weitzmann), 3:97–111

STAINED GLASS

The Arms of Coucy in Thirteenth-Century Stained Glass (Meredith Parsons Lillich), 19/20:17–24


Stained Glass from the Cathedral of Tours: The Impact of the Sainte-Chapelle in the 1240S (Linda Morey Papanicolaou), 15:53–66

Stained-Glass Windows from the Carmelite Church at Boppard-am-Rhein: A Reconstruction of the Glazing Program of the North Nave (Jane Hayward), 2:75–114

TAPESTRIES

About the Sequence of the Tapestries in The Hunt of the Unicorn and The Lady with the Unicorn (Helmut Nickel), 17:9–14

A Fourteenth-Century German Tapestry of the Crucifixion (Rebecca Martin), 16:75–86

The Identification of a Plant in the Unicorn Tapestries (Lawrence J. Crockett), 17:15–22

Presents to Princes: A Bestiary of Strange and Wondrous Beasts, Once Known, for a Time Forgotten, and Rediscovered (Helmut Nickel), 26:129–38

Some Remarks on the Armorial Tapestry of John Dynham at The Cloisters (Helmut Nickel), 19/20:25–29

Two Riddles of the Queen of Sheba (Vera K. Ostoia), 6:73–96; Technical Notes (Nobuko Kajitani), 6:97–103

Metalwork, European

See Arms and armor; European decorative arts; Medieval art (metalwork)
Miniatures
See Wax miniatures

Moore Collection
See Collections (Moore)

Morgan Collection
See Collections (Morgan)

Musical instruments
The Couchet Harpsichord in the Crosby Brown Collection (Edwin M. Ripin), 2:169–78
En Route to the Piano: A Converted Virginal (Edwin M. Ripin), 13:79–86
Flemish Harpsichords and Virginals in The Metropolitan Museum of Art: An Analysis of Early Alterations and Restorations (Stewart Pollens), 32:85–110
Michele Todini’s Golden Harpsichord: An Examination of the Machine of Galatea and Polyphemus (Stewart Pollens), 25:35–47
A Nineteenth-Century Album of English Organ Cases (Laurence Libin), 24:275–84
Organology and Iconography of Ancient Egypt and the Renaissance (Henry G. Fischer), 24:47–52
A Spinettina for the Duchess of Urbino (Emanuel Winternitz), 1:95–108
Strange Musical Instruments in the Madrid Notebooks of Leonardo da Vinci (Emanuel Winternitz), 2:115–26
The Surviving Oeuvre of Girolamo Zenti (Edwin M. Ripin), 7:71–87

Needlework
Patterns by Master f (Janet S. Byrne), 14:103–38
No Motifs in the Decoration of a Mid-Edo Period Kosode (Naomi Noble Richard), 25:175–83
With Bells on His Toes (Alice Zrebiec), 24:167–71

Netherlandish art
See European paintings; Medieval art

Oceanic art
Mother Cassowary’s Bones: Daggers of the East Sepik Province, Papua New Guinea (Douglas Newton), 24:305–25

Packard Collection
See Collections (Packard)

Painting
See American drawing, painting, and sculpture; Asian art; European painting; Medieval art (painting)

Pendants
The Great Pendant with the Arms of Saxony (Helmut Nickel), 15:185–92
A Paternoster Pendant in the Robert Lehman Collection (Yvonne Hackenbroch), 24:127–33
Reinhold Vasters, Goldsmith (Yvonne Hackenbroch), 19/20:163–90

Persian art
See Ancient Near Eastern art; Islamic art

Photography
A Daguerreotype of John Quincy Adams by Philip Haas (Beaumont Newhall), 12:151–54

Pottery
See Greek and Roman art (vases)

Precolombian art
A Moche “Spatula” (Elizabeth P. Benson), 18:39–52
Silver-and-Gold Moche Artifacts from Loma Negra, Peru (Deborah Schorsch), 33:109–36

Prints
Canini Versus Maratti: Two Versions of a Frontispiece (Jennifer Montagu), 18:123–28
Der Dritte Apocalyptische Reiter (Anna Maria Getto), 9:203–10
Early Collectors of Japanese Prints and The Metropolitan Museum of Art (Julia Meech-Pekarik), 17:93–118
Ephemera and the Print Room (Janet S. Byrne), 24:285–303
Fine Manner vs. Broad Manner in Two Fifteenth-Century Florentine Engravings (Mark J. Zucker), 25:21–26
Jacopo della Nave or Jacques Androuet Du Cerceau? (Janet S. Byrne), 7:143–50
Manet’s “Espada” and Marcantonio (Beatrice Farwell), 2:197–207
Patterns by Master f (Janet S. Byrne), 14:103–38
Prints and People (A. Hyatt Mayor), 3:357–69
A Rabbi with Wings: Remarks on Rembrandt’s Etching “Abraham Entertaining the Angels” (Emanuel Winternitz), 12:101–6
The 1688 Paradise Lost and Dr. Aldrich (Suzanne Boorsch), 6:133–50
A Tea Service and Garniture by the Schwarzlot Decorator Ignaz Preissler (Maureen Cassidy-Geiger), 24:239–54

Reattributions
Addenda to Flemish Paintings in the Metropolitan Museum of Art (Walter Liedtke), 27:101–20
Addenda to the Small-Scale Sculpture of Matthieu van Beveren of Antwerp (Christian Theuerkauff), 23:125–47
Amore e Virtù: Two Salvers Depicting Boccaccio’s “Commedia delle Ninfe Fiorentine” in the Metropolitan Museum (Paul F. Watson and Victoria Kirkham), 10:35–50

L’Angelo del Metropolitan Museum di New York e qualche nuovo contributo a Piero Tedesco (Giulia Brunetti), 6:157–66

Arms for Aeneas: A Group Reattributed to Jean Cornu (James David Draper), 24:223–37


A Drawing by Chassériau (Joan R. Mertens), 15:153–56


The Gold Bowl Naming General Djehuty: A Study of Objects and Early Egyptology (Christine Lilyquist), 23:5–68

Implications of Revised Attributions in Netherlandish Painting (Mary W. Ainsworth), 27:59–76

Jacopo della Nave or Jacques Androuet Du Cerceau? (Janet S. Byrne), 7:143–50

A Neo-Renaissance Italian Majolica Dish (Jessie McNab), 23:249–56

A Pair of Sphinxes in the Linsky Collection Reattributed (Clare Le Corbeiller), 21:149–50

Reinhold Vasters, Goldsmith (Yvonne Hackenbroch), 19/20:163–268

A Rosary Picture with a View of the Park of the Ducal Palace in Brussels, Possibly by Goswijn van der Weyden (Guy C. Bauman), 24:135–51

Three Newly Identified Paintings by Marie-Guillelmine Benoist (Margaret A. Oppenheimer), 31:143–50

Rock crystal

Reinhold Vasters, Goldsmith (Yvonne Hackenbroch), 19/20:163–234

A Rock Crystal Watch with a Cross-Beat Escapement (Bruce Chandler and Clare Vincent), 15:193–201

Roman art

See Greek and Roman art

Russian art

Chinese Shells, French Prints, and Russian Goldsmithing: A Curious Group of Eighteenth-Century Russian Table Snuffboxes (Wolfram Köeppe), 32:207–14

A Medal for the Czar, 1888 (Marina Nudel), 32:215–17


Treasures from Ancient Kiev in The Metropolitan Museum of Art and Dumbarton Oaks (L. V. Pekars’ka), 32:65–75

The Writer as Artist’s Model: Repin’s Portrait of Garshin (Elizabeth Kridl Valkenier), 28:207–16

Sarmatian art

Sarmatian Roundels and Sarmatian Art (Ann Farkas), 8:77–88

The Vermand Treasure: A Testimony to the Presence of the Sarmatians in the Western Roman Empire (Deborah Schorsch), 21:17–40

Scientific instruments

A Beam Compass by Christoph Trechsler the Elder and the Origin of the Micrometer Screw (Clare Vincent), 24:209–22

A Rock Crystal Watch with a Cross-Beat Escapement (Bruce Chandler and Clare Vincent), 15:193–201

Three Nürnberg Compassmacher: Hans Troschel the Elder, Hans Troschel the Younger, and David Beringer (Bruce Chandler and Clare Vincent), 2:211–16

Sculpture, European

See European sculpture; Medieval art (sculpture)

Seals

The Dilbat Hoard (Christine Lilyquist), 29:5–36

Of Dragons, Basilisks, and the Arms of the Seven Kings of Rome (Helmut Nickel), 24:25–34

Old Kingdom Cylinder Seals for the Lower Classes (Henry G. Fischer), 6:5–16

Sasanian Seals in the Moore Collection: Motive and Meaning in Some Popular Subjects (Christopher J. Brunner), 14:33–50

Seehof Studies

The Conservation of the Seehof Furniture (Kathryn Gill, Jack Soultanian, and Antoine M. Wilmering), 25:169–73

The Design for the “Berceau” Room at Seehof (Burkard von Roda), 25:161–68

The Garden Room from Schloss Seehof and Its Furnishings (Daniëlle O. Kisluk-Grosheide), 25:143–60

Sepik Provinces

See Oceanic art

Silver

See Ancient Near Eastern art (silver); European decorative arts; Greek and Roman art (silver); Medieval art (silver); Spanish colonial art

Spanish art

See European painting; Medieval art (painting)
Spanish colonial art
New Identities for Some Old Hispanic Silver (Johanna Hecht), 29:77–88
A Peruvian Monstrance of 1649 (Cristina Esteras), 29:71–76

Stained glass
See European decorative arts; Medieval art (stained glass)

Stieglitz Collection
See Collections (Stieglitz)

Tapestries
About the Sequence of the Tapestries in The Hunt of the Unicorn and The Lady with the Unicorn (Helmut Nickel), 17:9–14
The Amours des Dieux: A Series of Beauvais Tapestries After Boucher (Edith A. Standen), 19/20:69–84
Children of the Sun King: Some Reconsiderations (Edith A. Standen), 28:121–27
Country Children: Some Enfants de Boucher in Gobelins Tapestry (Edith A. Standen), 29:111–33
English Tapestries “After the Indian Manner” (Edith A. Standen), 15:119–42
For Minister or for King: Two Seventeenth-Century Gobelins Tapestries after Charles Le Brun (Edith A. Standen), 34:125–34
A Fourteenth-Century German Tapestry of the Crucifixion (Rebecca Martin), 16:75–86
The Fragments d’Opéra: A Series of Beauvais Tapestries After Boucher (Edith A. Standen), 21:125–37
The Identification of a Plant in the Unicorn Tapestries (Lawrence J. Crockett), 17:15–22
Jean-Jacques-François Le Barbier and Two Revolutions (Edith A. Standen), 24:255–74
A Lost Opportunity for the Musée de Versailles, 1852 (Daniel Meyer), 26:183–91
The Memorable Judgment of Sancho Panza: A Gobelins Tapestry in the Metropolitan Museum (Edith A. Standen), 10:97–106
Ovid’s Metamorphoses: A Gobelins Tapestry Series (Edith A. Standen), 23:149–91
Presents to Princes: A Bestiary of Strange and Wondrous Beasts, Once Known, for a Time Forgotten, and Rediscovered (Helmut Nickel), 26:129–38
Romans and Sabines: A Sixteenth-Century Set of Flemish Tapestries (Edith A. Standen), 9:211–28
Some Remarks on the Armorial Tapestry of John Dynham at The Cloisters (Helmut Nickel), 19/20:25–29
Some Sixteenth-Century Flemish Tapestries Related to Raphael’s Workshop (Edith A. Standen), 4:109–21
The Story of the Emperor of China: A Beauvais Tapestry Series (Edith A. Standen), 11:105–17
Tapestries for a Cardinal-Nephew: A Roman Set Illustrating Tasso’s Gerusalemme Liberata (Edith A. Standen), 16:147–54
The Tapestry Weaver and the King: Philippe Behagle and Louis XIV (Edith A. Standen), 33:183–204
The Twelve Ages of Man: A Further Study of a Set of Early Sixteenth-Century Flemish Tapestries (Edith A. Standen), 2:127–68
Two Riddles of the Queen of Sheba (Vera K. Ostoia), 6:73–96; Technical Notes (Nobuko Kajitani), 6:97–103

Textiles
See also Costume; Needlework; Tapestries
Five Scenes from a Romance: The Identification of a Nineteenth-Century Printed Cotton (Lourdes M. Font), 22:115–32
A Quilt and Its Pieces (Colleen R. Callahan), 19/20:97–141
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See Greek and Roman Art

Vase painting
See Greek and Roman art (vases)

Wax miniatures
PERCY, SAMUEL
A Wax Miniature of Joseph Boruwlaski (Priscilla Grace), 15:175–82